
 English Maths  

1. Write about your favourite memories of Year 3. 

Draw pictures to go with them. 

Think about everything we did in Year 3: Bug man 

visiting, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory dance, 

our class assembly, learning about the Greeks or 

chocolate and the rainforest, World Book Day, 

making new friends. 

Use your number cards and make up some addition and 
subtraction sums. 
Give some to someone else to do in your house and mark 
them. 
Practise your times tables on TT Rockstar. 

 1.Complete the Moving Class rainbow. 

 

2. 2. Complete the Moving On and Moving Up activity. 

Complete it in your best handwriting and don’t 

forget to use capital letters and full stops. 

 

3. Plan a trip to the seaside and work out how much it will 

cost. 

Look at all the information you have been given.  

You are basing your working out on a family of 4 staying 

for 2 nights and they want to do 2 activities. 

4. Complete and colour the All about Me 
bunting.  
Your teacher might want to display that in 
their classroom in September. 

3. 5. Reading Comprehension Doorstep Wildlife 
Mrs Tyler’s Guided Reading Group/RWInc children - 
1 star  
Miss Branch’s Guided Reading Group - 2 stars  
Miss Wiseman’s Guided Reading Group - 3 stars 
Read the text carefully, underline the key 
information and write in full sentences. 
Use capital letters and full stops. 
You only do the work for the group you are in. You 
do not need to do all three. 
Challenge: Pick 3 words you don’t know the meaning 
of and find their definition.  

6. Use the menu and work out what you could buy. 

Miss Wiseman’s Maths group have £10 to spend. 

Miss Branch’s Maths group have £15 to spend. 

Mrs Tyler’s Maths group have £20 to spend.  

What could you buy with your money? 

How many different combinations can you come up with? 

Challenge: Make your own menu and give someone in 

your house an amount to spend. 

 

Hold your own Sports Day.  
Decide on what races/activities you want to 
have. Make some certificates to be awarded to 
the winners and runners up. 
Take some pictures to show your teacher. 

4. Write a letter to a Year 4 teacher telling them all 

about yourself, what lessons you like, any questions 

you might have and anything else you think they 

might like to know about you. 

Use your best handwriting and don’t forget to use 

capital letters and full stops. 

7. Choose one of the pictures to colour in. Work out the 

sums to find the answers. 

 

https://www.teachingideas.co.uk/addition-and-

subtraction/addition-and-subtraction-picture-puzzles  

Can you use different movements to create 

sounds? 

Watch this video of a choir who uses different 

actions and movements to make it sound like it’s 

raining. 

https://youtu.be/-c9-poC5HGw 

What actions and sounds can you create and 

what do they sound like? Does it sound like the 

wind? Or the rain? Or maybe a thunderstorm! 

5. Make a thank you card for your home/school 

teacher.  

Make a maths board game. You can base it on other 
games like Snakes and Ladders, Monopoly etc. 
You can choose what skills you want to focus on, e.g. 
adding, subtraction, multiplication or a mixture. 
Make it nice and colourful and don’t forget the rules! 

Tidy up your workspace ready for the holidays.  
Choose a DVD to watch and enjoy. 
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